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Abstract

Pre-modern farmers across the world feared that droughts, floods or other poor weather would ruin their harvests. With these worries, they were anxious to predict the coming year’s weather. In Late Imperial China, these farmers would closely observe the stars, snows, thunder, frosts, sunshine, winds, birds, flowers and a host of other natural phenomena, as these – according to their time of observance – could all be used to predict weather conditions. Pre-modern weather prognostications were closely related to local popular cultures and systems of thought. This talk will approach the topic from the writings on weather prognostications by the people living in the climatically unstable Early Qing period (1644-1722). Where do we find records of weather prognostications in these years? Who used them? Were they the same people who recorded them? How great were the differences in weather prognostication methods within the climatically diverse Manchu-Chinese empire – did people in China’s North and South predict the harvest in the same way?
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